Usefulness of the rearrangement of the bcr/abl gene in extramedullary (lymph nodes) blast crisis diagnosed in chronic myeloid leukaemia.
The introduction of molecular biological techniques in the study of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) allows us to show the bcr/abl gene rearrangement produced by the translocation between the c-abl proto-oncogene located in chromosome 9 and the bcr region located in chromosome 22, which constitutes the molecular alteration of Philadelphia chromosome in CML. We present the usefulness of the bcr/abl gene rearrangement study in the diagnosis of a blast crisis initially located in lymph nodes of a patient with CML. The DNA analysis allows demonstration that the lymph node neoplastic cells originate from the clone responsible for the CML, while obtaining metaphases from a lymph node for the cytogenetic study gives rise to enormous difficulties and is practically impossible if the problem is studied retrospectively based on frozen or fixed samples.